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We determine the mod p K-theory localizations and v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of "nite H-spaces and of other
spaces with torsion-free exterior p-adic K-cohomology algebras at an odd prime p. Our localization results
generalize those of Mahowald and Thompson (Topology 1992, 31, 133}141) for odd-dimensional spheres. We
construct our mod p K-theory localizations as homotopy "bers of unstable maps between in"nite loop spaces, and
similarly construct a wide array of new spaces having torsion-free exterior p-adic K-cohomology algebras with
prescribed Adams operations. This leads, for example, to a classi"cation of the odd mod p K-homology spheres.
( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the localization X
K@p
of a space X with respect to mod p complex
K-homology theory or p-adic K-cohomology theory at an odd prime p (see [4] and 2.5).
This localization has previously been determined when X is an in"nite loop space [6] or
odd sphere [27], but in few other cases. We now let X be a 1-connected space whose p-adic
K-cohomology K* (X;Z]
p
) is isomorphic, as a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring, to an exterior
algebra "K (M) generated by a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module MLK1(X; Z]
p
) (see
2.10, 3.2, and 4.4). For example, by Theorem 6.3, X might be any 1-connected "nite H-space
such that the multiplication in H
*
(X;Q) is associative. In Theorem 4.8, we construct the
localization X
K@p
as a homotopy "ber of a certain map )=M (M, 1)P)=M (M, 1) with
low-dimensional adjustments, where M(G, 1) is a KZ] *
p
-Moore spectrum obtained as
follows: by Theorem 3.4, for each stable p-adic Adams module G, there exists a homotopi-
cally unique K/p
*
-local spectrum M (G, 1) such that K0(M(G, 1); Z]
p
)"0 and
K1(M (G, 1);Z]
p
):G.
We also study the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
(X;<) of a pointed space X with
coe$cients in a "nite p-torsion spectrum < (see 7.1). Roughly speaking, these are obtained
by choosing a v
1
-map u :&$<P< and then inverting the action of u on the homotopy
groups of X with coe$cients in a desuspension space of <. By [8, 12, Section 6, 21], or [23],
there exists a functor ’ : Ho
*
PS and natural equivalences
v~1
1
n
*
(X;<):[<, ’X]
*
:[<, q
p
’X]
*
where Ho
*
is the homotopy category of pointed C=-complexes, where S is the stable
homotopy category, and where q
p
’X is the p-torsion part of ’X. From this perspective,
the absolute v
1
-periodic homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
X, introduced by Davis and Mahowald
[20], may be interpreted as stable homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
X:n
*
q
p
’X (see [21] and
Theorem 7.5). Important examples of v
1
-periodic homotopy groups have been computed
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with considerable e!ort by Bendersky, Davis, Mahowald, Mimura, Thompson, and others
as explained in [19].
In this paper, we develop a K-theoretic approach to v
1
-periodic homotopy groups,
generalizing that used by Langsetmo and Thompson in their calculation of v~1
1
n
*
S2n‘1
[24, 19]. This approach is based on results of Thompson [33] and the author [10, 14]
showing that v
1
-periodic homotopy equivalences of spaces are very closely related to
K/p
*
-equivalences. Here, we deduce that ’XK’(X
K@p
) when X is an H-space or an odd
sphere or any other K/p
*
-durable space (see Theorem 7.9). For a 1-connected "nite H-space
X with H
*
(X;Q) associative, we use our knowledge of X
K@p
to prove in Theorem 9.2 that
’XKM (M/tp, 1) where M"Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
):PK1 (X;Z]
p
) is the p-adic Adams module of
indecomposables or primitives. We may now use the KZ] *
p
-Adams spectral sequence
(Theorems 8.2 and 10.4) to calculate the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
(X;<):
[<, ’X]
*
, and we obtain the strikingly simple expressions
v~1
1
n
2m
X:[=m (M/tp)]d
v~1
1
n
2m~1
X:[=m
1
(M/tp)]d
in Theorem 9.2 for the absolute v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of X, where [!]d denotes
the Pontrjagin dual, and where=m (M/tp) and =m
1
(M/tp), respectively, denote the coker-
nel and kernel of tr!rm : M/tpPM/tp for an integer r generating the group of units
(Z/p2)]. In particular, v~1
1
n
2m
X and v~1
1
n
2m~1
X are "nite p-groups of the same order. To
illustrate our approach, we recover the main result of [18] on the v
1
-periodic homotopy
groups of S;(n).
In the process of constructing our K/p
*
-localizations, we also construct a large new
family of K/p
*
-local spaces. For each regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module M, we
obtain a K/p
*
-local space X with MLK1 (X;Z]
p
) and K* (X;Z]
p
):") (M) in Theorem 4.7.
Moreover, we show that X is homotopically unique when M:Z]
p
. This leads to an almost
complete homotopy classi"cation of the K/p
*
-local spaces X with KI
0
(X;Z/p)"0 and
KI
1
(X;Z/p):Z/p in Theorem 5.3. We call these spaces odd K/p-homology spheres, and we
determine their v
1
-periodic homotopy groups in 9.11. The odd K/p-homology spheres
X with tp"0 in K1(X;Z]
p
):Z]
p
are particularly interesting since they are in"nite suspen-
sion spaces in the K/p
*
-local homotopy category of spaces (see 5.8). We remark that they
are precisely the spaces of the form #(E) for an odd K/p-homology sphere spectrum E,
where # is a functor (which we hope to discuss elsewhere) from spectra to K/p
*
-local spaces
which is left adjoint to the restriction of ’, and which satis"es the inversion formula
(&=#E)
K@p
KE
K@p
for each spectrum E.
The present work sets the stage for a p-adic K-theoretic unstable Adams spectral
sequence, analogous to the classical mod p unstable Adams spectral sequence of Massey
and Peterson [28] or Bous"eld and Kan [15, 16, p. 22]. For a space X, our assumption that
K* (X;Z]
p
):") (M), for a regular p-adic Adams module M, is analogous to the Massey}
Peterson assumption that H* (X;Z/p) is a free unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra in
the sense of Steenrod and Epstein [31]. The p-adic K-theoretic unstable E
2
-term for X will
be given by an unstable Ext for M, and the spectral sequence will converge to n
*
X
K@p
above
the bottom dimensions by arguments using our results on X
K@p
.
Throughout this paper, we let p denote a "xed odd prime, except in Section 2 where we
also allow p"2. We let Z]
p
denote the p-adic integers and let Z
p=
denote the p-torsion
subgroup of Q/Z. We use the symbols Zpn and Z/pn interchangeably.
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2. THE p-ADIC K-COHOMOLOGY OF SPACES AND SPECTRA
In this section, we develop some needed preliminaries on the p-adic K-cohomology of
spaces and spectra where p is an arbitrary prime. We start more generally by considering
2.1. Brown}Comenetz duality and p-adic cohomology theories. For a locally compact
Hausdor! abelian group G, the Pontrjagin dual Gd is given by Hom
#0/5
(G, R/Z) with the
compact-open topology. This restricts to a duality between the categories of discrete abelian
groups and compact Hausdor! abelian groups, and restricts further to a duality between
the categories of discrete p-torsion abelian groups and p-pro"nite abelian groups. Follow-
ing [17], for a spectrum E, we let cE denote the function spectrum F(E, cS) where cS is
determined by the natural equivalence [X, cS]:(n
0
X)d for spectra X3S. The spectrum
cE is called the Brown}Comenetz dual of E, and the associated cohomology theory has
a natural universal coe.cient isomorphism
(cE)nX:(E
n
X)d
for a space or spectrum X and n3Z. In particular, n
n
(cE):(n
~n
E )d. Following Anderson
[2] or Yosimura [35], we have
2.2. PROPOSITION. „here are canonical equivalences c(KZ
p=
)KKZ]
p
and c(KZ/pi)K
KZ/pi for i*1.
Proof. We let e : KZ]
p
Pc(KZ
p=
) be the adjoint of the map KZ]
p
’KZ
p=
PcS corres-
ponding to the homomorphism
n
0
(KZ]
p
’KZ
p=
)Pn
0
KZ
p=
"Z
p=
LR/Z
induced by the multiplication map KZ]
p
’KZ
p=
PKZ
p=
. Since the multiplication map
induces an isomorphism
n
n
KZ]
p
:Hom(n
~n
KZ
p=
, n
0
KZ
p=
):(n
~n
KZ
p=
)d
for each n, we conclude that e
*
: n
*
KZ]
p
:n
*
c (KZ
p=
) and hence e: KZ]
p
Kc (KZ
p=
). The
proof for KZ/pi is similar. h
2.3. COROLLARY. For a space or spectrum X and i, n3Z with i*1, there are natural
universal coe.cient isomorphisms
Kn (X;Z]
p
):K
n
(X;Z
p=
)d
Kn (X;Z/pi):K
n
(X;Z/pi )d .
Thus, each of the cohomology groups Kn(X;Z]
p
) and Kn(X;Z/pi) has a natural p-
pro"nite abelian group structure. This structure agrees with the usual inverse limit topology
[32] since there are natural topological isomorphisms Kn (X;Z]
p
):limaKn(Xa ; Z] p) and
Kn (X;Z/pi):limaKn (Xa ; Z/pi), dual to the corresponding discrete isomorphisms for Kn ,
where MXaN are the "nite C=-subobjects of X.
Using Corollary 2.3 and Bockstein arguments, we see
2.4. PROPOSITION. For a map f :XP> of spaces or spectra and an integer i*1, the
following are equivalent:
(i) f * : K* (>;Z]
p
):K* (X;Z]
p
);
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(ii) f *: K* (>;Z/pi ):K* (X;Z/pi);
(iii) f
*
: K
*
(X;Z/pi ):K
*
(>;Z/pi);
(iv) f
*
: K
*
(X;Z
p=
):K
*
(>;Z
p=
).
2.5. The K/p
*
-localization. We let XPX
K@p
denote the localization of a space or
spectrum X with respect to the homology K/p
*
"K
*
(!;Z/p) as in [4] or [5]. By
Proposition 2.4, this is the same as the localization with respect to any one of the (co)
homologies K*(!;Z]
p
), K* (!; Z/pi), K
*
(!;Z/pi), and K
*
(!;Z
p=
). Although each of
these (co)homologies may be used to capture the K/p
*
-local properties of spaces and
spectra, we shall rely primarily on K*(!;Z]
p
) because of its rich operational structure. To
describe this structure for spectra, we introduce
2.6. The stable p-adic Adams modules. By a ,nite stable p-adic Adams module, we mean
a "nite abelian p-group G with endomorphisms tk: GPG for k3Z!pZ such that:
(i) t1"Id and tjtk"tjk for all j, k3Z!pZ;
(ii) there exists an integer n*1 such that tk"tk#pn j on G for all k3Z!pZ and j3Z.
These conditions ensure that the monoidal action of Z!pZ"MtkN
k|Z~pZ
on G factors
through the group of units (Z/pn)] for su$ciently large n and thus extends to a continuous
action of the p-adic units Z] ]
p
. By a stable p-adic Adams module, we mean the topological
inverse limit of an inverse system of "nite stable p-adic Adams modules. Let A denote
the abelian category of stable p-adic Adams modules or (depending on the context) of
Z/2-graded stable p-adic Adams modules.
2.7. The stable p-adic cohomology K*(E;Z]
p
). For a spectrum E, the groups K*(E;Z]
p
)
are stable p-adic Adams modules as in [11, 8.1] with a Bott isomorphism
B :K* (E;Z]
p
):K*~2 (E; Z]
p
) such that tkB"kBtk for k3Z!pZ. We shall treat K* (E;Z]
p
)
as a Z/2-graded stable p-adic Adams module MK0 (E;Z]
p
), K1(E; Z]
p
)N. To similarly describe
the p-adic K-theory of spaces, we introduce
2.8. The p-adic Adams modules. By a ,nite p-adic Adams module, we mean a "nite
abelian p-group M with endomorphisms tk : MPM for k3Z such that
(i) t1"Id and tjtk"tjk for all j, k3Z;
(ii) there exists an integer n*1 such that tk"tk‘pnj on M for all j, k3Z.
These conditions ensure that the monoidal action of Z:MtkN
k|Z
on M factors through
Z/pn for su$ciently large n, and thus extends to a continuous monoidal action of Z]
p
. By
a p-adic Adams module, we mean the topological inverse limit of an inverse system of "nite
p-adic Adams modules. Since t0 acts idempotently on a p-adic Adams module M, there
is a natural decomposition, M"M
3%$
=M
&*9
, where M
3%$
"Mx3MDt0x"0N and
M
&*9
"Mx3MDt0x"xN. Moreover, since tkt0"t0, we have tkx"x for each x3M
&*9
and k3Z. We say that M is reduced when M"M
3%$
or equivalently when t0"0 on M.
We let U denote the abelian category of p-adic Adams modules or (depending on the
context) of Z/2-graded p-adic Adams modules.
2.9. The p-adic cohomology K* (X;Z]
p
). For a space X, we may treat K*(X;Z]
p
) as
a Z/2-graded p-adic Adams module MK0(X;Z]
p
), K1(X;Z]
p
)N, and we note that there are
natural isomorphisms K0 (X;Z]
p
)
&*9
:H0(X; Z]
p
) and K1(X;Z]
p
)
&*9
:H1 (X;Z]
p
) by [11, 4.5].
In addition, K* (X;Z]
p
) is a Z/2-graded commutative algebra with w2"0 for each
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w3K1(X;Z]
p
), and the Adams operations tk respect multiplication as follows: for elements
a, b3K0(X;Z]
p
) and x, y3K1(X; Z]
p
), there are identities tk(ab)"tk (a)tk (b), tk (ax)"
tk (a)tk(x), tk(xy)"ktk(x)tk(y), and tk(1)"1. Finally, we brie#y recall
2.10. The p-adic j-ring structure of K*(X;Z]
p
). In [11], we formulated the notion of
a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring, extending the similar ungraded notion of [3], and we showed
that K* (X; Z]
p
) is a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring for each connected space X. As a part of its
structure, a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring A has a Z/2-graded commutative multiplication and
has canonical Adams operations tk :APA, for k3Z with the properties given above in 2.9.
In [11], we showed that the remaining parts of its structure are completely captured by
a single non-additive operation hp : A0PA0 which satis"es tp(x)"xp#php(x) (and other
conditions) for each x3A0. In fact, we showed that a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring is precisely
equivalent to a &&Z/2-graded p-adic hp-ring equipped with Adams operations.’’We refer the
reader to [11] for the full details.
3. THE p-ADIC K-COHOMOLOGY OF INFINITE LOOP SPACES
In this section, we recall some results of [11] on the p-adic K-cohomology of in"nite
loop spaces, where p is a "xed odd prime, and we introduce the fundamental in"nite loop
spaces which will be our building blocks for K/p
*
-localizations of spaces. We shall need
3.1. Free p-adic Adams modules. For a stable p-adic Adams module G, let FI (G) denote
the reduced p-adic Adams module generated freely by G. Thus, FI (G)"G]G]G]2 with
Adams operations
tp (x
1
, x
2
, x
3
, 2)"(0, x1 , x2 , 2)
tk (x
1
, x
2
, x
3
, 2)"(tkx1 , tkx2, tkx3, 2)
for k3Z!pZ, where G is embedded in FI (G) by identifying each x3G with
(x, 0, 0, 2)3FI (G). The inclusion GLFI (G) is the universal homomorphism from G to
a reduced p-adic Adams module.
3.2. Exterior algebras on p-adic Adams modules. For a p-adic Adams module M placed
in degree 1, let ") (M) denote the Z/2-graded p-adic exterior algebra on M given by
") (M)"lima" (Ma ) where MMaNa are the quotient "nite p-adic Adams modules of M and
" is the exterior algebra functor for abelian groups. Then ") (M) has a canonical Z/2-graded
p-adic j-ring structure by [11, Theorem 6.3], and the inclusion ML") (M) is the universal
homomorphism from M to a Z/2-graded p-adic j-ring.
For a spectrum E with K* (E;Z]
p
) torsion-free, we determined the p-adic K-cohomology
K* ()=E;Z]
p
) in [11, Theorem 8.3], and our result specializes to
3.3. THEOREM. If E is a 0-connected spectrum with H1(E;Z]
p
)"0"H2(E;Z]
p
), with
K0(E; Z]
p
)"0, and with K1(E;Z]
p
) torsion-free, then there is a natural isomorphism of Z/2-
graded p-adic j-rings
"K FI K1 (E;Z]
p
):K* ()=E;Z]
p
).
We shall apply this theorem to certain spectra E"MI (G, 1) which will be constructed
from the following KZ] *
p
-Moore spectra M (G, 1).
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3.4. THEOREM. For a stable p-adic Adams module G, there exists a K/p
*
-local spectrum
M(G, 1) with K1 (M(G, 1);Z]
p
):G and K0(M(G, 1);Z]
p
)"0, and such a spectrum is
homotopically unique.
This will be proved later in 10.3. We also let M(G, 0) denote &~1M(G, 1). To construct
MI (G, 1), we need
3.5. The p-complete spectra. For an abelian group A, let SA denote the Moore spectrum
with n
i
SA"0 for i(0, H
0
SA:A, and H
i
SA"0 for iO0. A spectrum X is called p-
complete when it is SZ/p
*
-local, or equivalently when F (SZ[1/p], X)"0, or equivalently
when Ext(Z[1/p], n
*
X)"0"Hom(Z[1/p], n
*
X) as in [5]. Thus, a spectrum X is
p-complete if and only if the groups n
*
X are Ext-p-complete in the sense of [16]. Recall that
each spectrum X has a natural p-completion XPX]
p
given by the SZ/p
*
-localization, where
the groups n
*
X]
p
are given by a splittable short exact sequence
0PExt(Z
p=
, n
*
X)Pn
*
X]
p
PHom(Z
p=
, n
*~1
X)P0
as in [5, Proposition 2.5]. If X is an E
*
-local spectrum for a homology theory E
*
with
p-torsion coe$cient groups n
*
E, then X is p-complete since SZ[1/p] is E-acyclic. In
particular, the K/p
*
-local spectra M(G, 1) of Theorem 3.4 are p-complete. As in [16], an
Ext-p-complete abelian group B is called adjusted when Hom(B, C)"0 for every torsion-
free Ext-p-complete abelian group C, and each Ext-p-complete abelian group A belongs to
a splittable short exact sequence 0PtL
p
APAPA/tL
p
AP0 where tL
p
A is the greatest
adjusted Ext-p-complete subgroup of A and where A/tL
p
A is the greatest torsion-free Ext-p-
complete quotient group of A. For a p-complete spectrum X and n3Z, we let XPPM nX
denote the modi"ed nth Postnikov section with
n
i
PM nX"G
n
i
X if i(n
n
n
X/tL
p
n
n
X if i"n
0 if i’n.
For a stable p-adic Adams module G, we now letMI (G, 1) denote the homotopy "ber of
M(G, 1)PPM 2M(G, 1). The map MI (G, 1)PM(G, 1) is a KZ/p
*
-localization, or equiva-
lently a KZ] *
p
-localization, by
3.6. LEMMA. If f : XP> is a map of spectra with f
*
: n
i
X:n
i
> for all su.ciently large i,
then f
*
: K
*
(X;Z/p):K
*
(>;Z/p) and f * : K* (>;Z]
p
):K* (X; Z]
p
).
Proof. This follows by Proposition 2.4 since the Eilenberg}MacLane spectra, and thus
the Postnikov spectra, are K/p
*
-acyclic. h
We now consider the in"nite loop spaces )=MI (G, 1) which will serve as our building
blocks for K/p
*
-localizations of spaces.
3.7. THEOREM. For a stable p-adic Adams module G, the space )=MI (G, 1) is K/p
*
-local,
and there is a natural isomorphism of Z/2-graded p-adic j-rings K* ()=MI (G, 1);Z]
p
):") FI G
when G is torsion-free.
Proof. The "rst statement follows from Theorem 3.8 below, and the last from
Theorem 3.3. h
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We have used the following result of [6].
3.8. THEOREM. For a 0-connected p-complete spectrum E, there is a natural equivalence
()=E )
K@p
K)= (Ec
K@p
) where E c
K@p
is given by the homotopy ,ber square
To classify maps into the space )=MI (G, 1), we use
3.9. THEOREM. For spectra X and> such that K* (>;Z]
p
) is torsion-free, there is a natural
short exact sequence
0PExt1A (K*(>;Z] p ), K*(&X;Z] p ))P[X, >K@p]PHomA (K* (>;Z] p ), K* (X;Z] p))P0.
This will be proved later in 10.5. Note that for stable p-adic Adams modules G and G@
with G torsion-free, this theorem implies
[M (G@, 1),M (G, 1)]:HomA (G, G@).
Also, for a spectrum E with K* (E;Z]
p
) torsion-free, it implies
E
K@p
KM(K1(E;Z]
p
), 1)]M(K0 (E;Z]
p
), 0).
We use Theorem 3.9 to deduce
3.10. THEOREM. ‚et X be a connected space with H1(X; Z]
p
)"0"H2(X;Z]
p
), and let
G be a torsion-free stable p-adic Adams module. If / : K* ()=MI (G, 1);Z]
p
)PK* (X;Z]
p
) is
a homomorphism of Z/2-graded p-adic j-rings, then there exists a map f : XP)=MI (G, 1) such
that f *"/. Moreover, f is homotopically unique when KI 0(X; Z]
p
)"0.
Proof. Since K*()=MI (G, 1); Z]
p
):"K FI G by Theorem 3.7, / corresponds to a stable
p-adic Adams module homomorphism /M : GPK1(X;Z]
p
):K1 (&=X;Z]
p
), and there exists
a map fM :&=XPM(G, 1) with fM *"/M by Theorem 3.9. Since M(G, 1) is p-complete and
(&=X)’
p
is 1-connected with n
2
(&=X)’
p
adjusted, fM corresponds to a map f @:
&=XPMI (G, 1), and the adjoint map f : XP)=MI (G, 1) has the desired properties. When
KI 0 (X;Z]
p
)"0, f is homotopically unique by Theorem 3.9, and hence fM is homotopically
unique. h
4. CONSTRUCTIONS OF K/p
*
-LOCALIZATIONS
We now give our main results on the K/p
*
-localizations of spaces X with K* (X;Z]
p
):
") (M) for a reduced p-adic Adams module M, and on the existence of such spaces X, where
p is a "xed odd prime. Our constructions are based on
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4.1. LEMMA. For a reduced p-adic Adams module M, there is a short exact sequence
0PFI M LPFI M aPMP0
where a is the adjunction map with a (x
1
, x
2
, x
3
, 2)"x1#tpx2#(tp)2x3#2 and
L"FI tp!tp .
This is easily veri"ed and suggests that ") (M) might be realized as the "ber of a map
)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) which realizes ") (L). To actually do this, we need a weak
technical condition on M which will be introduced in 4.4 using
4.2. Linearity, quasilinearity, and strict nonlinearity conditions. As in [13], a p-adic
Adams module H is called linear when tkx"kx for all k3Z and x3H, and H is called
quasilinear when pHLtpH. The quasilinear subobjects of a p-adic Adams module M are
all contained in a largest quasilinear subobject M
ql
LM, which includes, for instance, all
x3M with px"0, or tpx"x, or tpx"cpx for a p-adic unit c. A p-adic Adams module
M is called strictly nonlinear when M
ql
"0. This is equivalent to saying that
Hom(H, M)"0 for each quasilinear p-adic Adams module H, and implies that M is
reduced (see 2.8) and torsion-free. Note that strict nonlinearity is preserved by inverse limits,
extensions, and subobjects. A torsion-free p-adic Adams module with tp"pk for some
k*2 is strictly nonlinear, and many other examples follow from
4.3. PROPOSITION. If M is a torsion-free p-adic Adams module with (tp)nMLpn‘1M for
some n*1, then M is strictly nonlinear.
This is proved in [13, 2.5].
4.4. Regularity. A p-adic Adams module M will be called regular when the kernel of
MPLinM is strictly nonlinear where
LinM"M/((tr!r)M#(tp!p )M)
is the largest linear quotient of M, constructed using an integer r generating (Z/p2)]. Thus,
M is regular whenever it is an extension of a strictly nonlinear submodule by a linear
quotient module. If a p-adic Adams module M is regular, then so are all of its submodules.
For any connected space X with K* (X; Z]
p
) torsion-free, we know that KI 0(X;Z]
p
) is regular
by [11, Theorem 6.3] and [13, Theorem 2.6], and in every case that we have examined
with H1(X;Z]
p
)"0, we have found that K1(X;Z]
p
) is also regular (see Proposition 5.4 and
Lemma 6.1).
4.6. The main construction. By Theorem 3.10, for a torsion-free p-adic Adams module
M, there exists a map f :)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) with
f *""K (L) :"K (FI M)P"K (FI M)
where L"FI tp!tp. Any such f will be called a companion map of M, and Fib f will denote
its homotopy "ber. Since )=MI (M, 1) is K/p
*
-local, so are Fib f and PM 2Fib f, where PM 2 Fib f
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denotes the modi"ed 2nd Postnikov section of Fib f as in 3.5. We let
’C
Fib f denote the
homotopy "ber of the map Fib fPPM 2 Fib f, and we conclude that ’CFib f is K/p
*
-local with
n
i
’C
Fib f"G
0 if i(2
tK
p
(n
2
Fib f ) if i"2
n
i
Fib f if i’2.
4.7. THEOREM. For a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module M and any companion
map f :)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1), there is a canonical isomorphism K* (’CFib f;Z]
p
):") (M)
of Z/2-graded p-adic j-rings with M in degree 1.
This will be proved later in 11.8 and leads immediately to our main result on K/p
*
-
localizations.
4.8. THEOREM. If X is a connected space with K*(X;Z]
p
):") (M) for a regular
torsion-free p-adic Adams module MLK1 (X;Z]
p
), then X
K@p
K’CFib f for some companion
map f : )=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) of M. Moreover, H1 (X;Z]
p
)"0"H2 (X;Z]
p
).
Proof. The last statement follows since MZ
p
=H2 (X;Z]
p
), H1 (X;Z]
p
)N is a quotient ring
of K*(X;Z]
p
):") (M) as shown in [11, 5.4], and since the homomorphism MPH1 (X;Z]
p
)
must be trivial because it factors through M
&*9
"0. Applying Theorem 3.10 twice, we obtain
a map h :XP)=MI (M, 1) with h*""K (a) : "K (FI M ){") (M) and then obtain a map k :
Cof hP)=MI (M, 1) with
k*"") (b) :"K (FI M)PK* (Cof h; Z]
p
)L"K (FI M).
Composing the canonical map )=MI (M, 1)PCof h with k, we obtain a companion map f:
)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) of M such that h lifts to a map w :XPFib f. Since
[X, P2 Fib f ]"0, w lifts to a map u :XP’CFib f which is a K* (!; Z]
p
)-equivalence by
Theorem 4.7. Hence, u :XP’CFib f is a K/p
*
-equivalence to the K/p
*
-local space
’C
Fib f. h
Similarly, using the homotopical uniqueness statement of Theorem 3.10, we obtain
4.9. THEOREM. ‚et f : )=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) be a companion map of a regular
torsion-free p-adic Adams module M, and let X be a connected space with
H1(X; Z]
p
)"0"H2 (X; Z]
p
) and KI 0(X;Z]
p
)"0. „hen each homomorphism "K (M)P
K*(X; Z]
p
) of Z/2-graded j-rings is induced by a map h :XP’CFib f.
We shall apply this theorem below when X is an odd K/p-homology sphere.
5. APPLICATIONS TO K/p
*
-HOMOLOGY SPHERES
By an odd (resp. even) K/p-homology sphere we mean a space X such that KI
i
(X;Z/p) is
Z/p for i odd (resp. even) and is trivial otherwise. We shall apply the results of Section 4 to
obtain almost complete results on the K/p
*
-localizations of odd K/p-homology spheres and
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on the classi"cation of the resulting K/p
*
-local homotopy types, where p is a "xed odd
prime. For this purpose, we use
5.1. LEMMA A space X is an odd K/p-homology sphere if and only if K1 (X;Z]
p
):Z]
p
and
KI 0 (X;Z]
p
)"0.
Proof. Using the coe$cient sequence 0PZ/pPZ
p=
PZ
p=
P0, we see that a space X is
a K/p-homology sphere if and only if KI
0
(X;Z
p=
)"0 and K
1
(X;Z
p=
):D for a p-torsion
group D with D/p"0 and DCp:Z/p, i.e. for D:Z
p=
. The lemma now follows by
Corollary 2.3. h
5.2. The spherical p-adic Adams modules. A p-adic Adams module M will be called
spherical when it is isomorphic to Z]
p
as a p-pro"nite group. In general, the Adams
operations on a p-adic Adams module M are all determined by tp and tr where r is a "xed
integer generating the group of units (Z/p2)]. It is easy to see that a spherical p-adic Adams
module M must satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) M is spherical of class 0 when it has tk"1 for each k3Z;
(ii) M is spherical of class n for 1)n(R when it has tp"u pn and tr"v for p-adic
units u, v3Z] ]
p
;
(iii) M is spherical of class R when it has tp"0 and tr"v for a p-adic unit v3Z] ]
p
.
Moreover, these conditions (with no further restrictions on n, u, v) completely classify the
spherical p-adic Adams modules up to isomorphism. Note that, for 0)n(R,
K1 (S2n‘1; Z]
p
) is spherical of class n with tk"kn for each k3Z. These spherical p-adic
Adams modules will be called standard. Our main theorem on odd K/p-homology spheres is
5.3. THEOREM. ‚et M be a spherical p-adic Adams module of class n for 0)n)R
which is standard when n"1. „hen there exists a homotopically unique odd K/p-homology
sphere S (M, 1) which is K/p
*
-local with K1 (S (M, 1);Z]
p
):M. Moreover, if X is any odd K/p-
homology sphere with K1 (X;Z]
p
):M, then X
K@p
:S (M, 1).
Proof. For n"0 we may assume that M"Z]
p
with tk"1 for all k3Z, and we may let
S(M, 1)"K (Z]
p
, 1). Since
[X, K (Z]
p
, 1)]:H1 (X;Z]
p
):K1 (X;Z]
p
)
&*9
:HomU (M, K1 (X;Z] p ))
there is a K/p
*
-localization XPK(Z]
p
, 1) corresponding to an isomorphism M:K1 (X;Z]
p
).
For n*1, M is regular since it is linear or strictly nonlinear, and we let S (M, 1) be ’CFib f for
a companion map f : )=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) of M. Then S (M, 1) is K/p
*
-local with
K1 (S (M, 1); Z]
p
):M and KI 0 (S (M, 1); Z]
p
):0 by Theorem 4.7. There is also a K/p
*
-
localization map XPS (M, 1) by Theorems 4.7 and 4.8. The homotopical uniqueness
of S (M, 1) follows since our version of S (M, 1) is the K/p
*
-localization of any other
version. h
We do not know which, if any, of the nonstandard spherical p-adic Adams modules of
class 1 can be realized as K1 (X; Z]
p
) for an odd K/p-homology sphere X. However, since
these modules are irregular, such an X could not be a 1-connected H-space by Lemma 6.1
below, and could not be "nite dimensional by
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5.4. PROPOSITION. If X is a connected ,nite dimensional C=-complex with H1(X ;Z]
p
)"0
and with K1(X; Z]
p
) torsion-free, then K1 (X;Z]
p
) is regular.
The proof will depend on two lemmas.
5.5. LEMMA. If X is a connected C=-complex with H1 (X;Z]
p
)"0, then the kernel of the
canonical map K1 (X;Z]
p
)PH3 (X;Z]
p
) is isomorphic to K1 (X/X3; Z]
p
) where X3 denotes the
3-skeleton of X.
Proof. The map KZ]
p
PP2KZ]
p
induces a ladder of exact sequences
in which "rst vertical map is onto by [11, 5.4], while the second and "fth are isomorphisms.
Since H3 (X/X3; Z]
p
)"0, the map KI 0 (X; Z]
p
)PKI 0 (X3;Z]
p
) is onto, and the lemma follows
by a diagram chase. h
A p-adic Adams module M will be called weakly nonlinear when piM
ql
"0 for some
i*0, where M
ql
LM is the largest quasilinear submodule of M (see 4.2).
5.6. LEMMA. If X is a ,nite dimensional C=-complex with X3"*, then K1(X;Z] p) is
weakly nonlinear, and is strictly nonlinear when it is torsion-free.
Proof. It will su$ce to show that K1 (Xn;Z]
p
) is weakly nonlinear for n*4. We assume
inductively that K1 (Xn~1; Z]
p
) is weakly nonlinear and consider the exact sequence
K1 (Xn/Xn~1;Z]
p
)PK1(Xn; Z]
p
)PK1 (Xn~1;Z]
p
). The image I of the "rst map has pI
ql
"0
since I has tp"pj for some j*2. Since (!)
ql
is left exact, we deduce that K1(Xn; Z]
p
) is
weakly nonlinear. h
5.7. Proof of Proposition 5.4. Using the exact sequence
0PK1 (X/X3 ;Z]
p
)PK1 (X;Z]
p
)PH3 (X;Z]
p
)
of Lemma 5.5, we see that K1 (X;Z]
p
) is regular since H3(X; Z]
p
) is linear and K1 (X/X3;Z]
p
) is
strictly nonlinear by Lemma 5.6.
5.8. Desuspensions of K/p-homology spheres. A p-adic Adams module N &&suspends’’ as
in [7, 1.6] to give a p-adic Adams module pN such that tk : pNPpN equals ktk : NPN for
k3Z. If M is a spherical p-adic Adams module of class n*1, assumed standard when
n)2, then there is a unique p-adic Adams module N of class n!1 with pN"M, and there
is an equivalence
(&2S (N, 1))
K@p
KS (M, 1)
by Theorem 5.3. Thus if X is an odd K/p-homology sphere with K1 (X;Z]
p
) of class n*1,
assumed standard when n)2, then X has a unique double desuspension in K/p
*
-local
homotopy theory. Such desuspensions may be iterated until the lowest possible class is
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reached. When K1 (X; Z]
p
) is of class R, then X desuspends in"nitely in K/p
*
-local
homotopy theory.
6. ON THE K/p
*
-LOCALIZATIONS OF H-SPACES
Working at an odd prime p, we shall show that our main K/p
*
-localization result,
Theorem 4.8, applies to a wide range of H-spaces. Recall that this theorem gives the
K/p
*
-localization of any connected space > such that K* (>;Z]
p
):"K (M) for a regular
torsion-free p-adic Adams module MLK1 (>;Z]
p
). This condition implies that K
*
(>;Z/p)
is an exterior coalgebra " (Md
p
), where Md
p
is the discrete Pontrjagin dual of M/p. Thus,
K
*
(>;Z/p) has trivial even primitives PK
0
(>;Z/p)"0 and odd primitives
PK
1
(> ;Z/p):Md
p
. We shall determine the K/p
*
-localizations of most H-spaces X with
PK
0
(X ;Z/p)"0, and hence of most "nite H-spaces X. By the results 1.8, 2.6, 10.2, and 10.5
of [13], we know
6.1. LEMMA. If X is a 1-connected H-space with PK
0
(X;Z/p)"0, then:
(i) K* (X;Z]
p
) and K* ()X;Z]
p
) are torsion-free with K1()X;Z]
p
)"0;
(ii) there is a suspension isomorphism Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
):PK0()X;Z]
p
) and both sides are
regular torsion-free p-adic Adams modules;
(iii) there is a suspension isomorphism QK
0
()X;Z/p):PK
1
(X ;Z/p) and K
*
(X ;Z/p)
is an exterior coalgebra which is generated by PK
1
(X;Z/p) as a (possibly non-
associative) algebra.
For an H-space X with K*(X; Z]
p
) torsion-free as above, the multiplication map
X]XPX induces a comultiplication
K* (X;Z]
p
)PK* (X; Z]
p
)?K K*(X; Z]
p
).
6.2. THEOREM. ‚et X be a 1-connected H-space with PK
0
(X;Z/p)"0. If X is
homotopy associative (or more generally if K* (X;Z]
p
) is coassociative), then
K* (X;Z]
p
):"K (PK1(X;Z]
p
)) and the p-adic Adams module PK1(X;Z]
p
) is regular and
torsion-free. Hence, X
K@p
K’CFib f for some companion map f : )=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1) of
M"PK1(X; Z]
p
).
Proof. Since K*(X; Z]
p
) is coassociative and torsion-free by Lemma 6.1,
K
*
(X;Z/p):K* (X; Z]
p
)d
p
is associative. Since PK
0
(X;Z/p)"0, the elements of
PK
1
(X; Z/p) have trivial Lie brackets, and the induced homomorphism
"(PK
1
(X;Z/p))PK
*
(X; Z/p) is an isomorphism by 6.1(iii) and Proposition 10.4 of [11].
Since K* (X;Z]
p
) is a torsion-free p-pro"nite Hopf algebra, K
*
(X;Z/pn) is a Hopf algebra of
free Z/pn-modules with K
*
(X;Z/pn)?Z/p:K
*
(X;Z/p) for n*1. Thus, PK
0
(X;Z/pn)"0
since PK
0
(X;Z/p)"0, and the elements of PK
1
(X; Z/pn) must have trivial Lie brackets.
Since the algebra K
*
(X;Z/p) is generated by elements in the image of the suspension
K
0
()X;Z/p)PPK
1
(X;Z/p), and since K
0
()X;Z/p):K
0
()X;Z/pn)?Z/p by Lemma 6.1,
we deduce that the algebra K
*
(X; Z/pn ) is likewise generated by elements in the image of
the suspension K
0
()X;Z/pn)PPK
1
(X;Z/pn). Thus, K
*
(X;Z/pn) is commutative for n*1,
and consequently K* (X;Z]
p
) is cocommutative. Now [13, Theorem 4.8] gives the
desired isomorphism "K (PK1 (X; Z]
p
)):K* (X;Z]
p
), and the p-adic Adams module
PK1(X; Z]
p
):Q] K1(X;Z]
p
) is regular by Lemma 6.1. h
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The above result applies to most 1-connected "nite H-spaces
6.3. THEOREM. If X is a 1-connected H-space with H
*
(X;Q) associative as an algebra and
with H
*
(X; Z
(p)
) ,nitely generated over Z
(p)
(and thus vanishing above some dimension), then
K* (X;Z]
p
):"K (PK1(X;Z]
p
)) where PK1 (X;Z]
p
) is regular and torsion-free. „hus „heorem
6.2 applies to give X
K@p
.
Proof. As in [13, Corollary 10.4], this follows from work of Lin [25] which shows that
K
*
(X;Z
(p)
) is Z
(p)
-free and PK
0
(X;Z/p)"0. K
7. ON v
1
-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS AND K/p
*
-LOCALIZATIONS OF SPACES
In this section, we study the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of spaces and explain how
they may be captured using spectra as in the work of Davis and Mahowald [21], Kuhn
[23], and the author [8, 12]. This will set the stage for the next section where we shall
determine v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of "nite H-spaces using our knowledge of their
K/p
*
-localizations. We "rst recall
7.1. The v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of spaces. By a ,nite p-torsion spectrum =3S,
we mean a "nite C=-spectrum with "nite p-torsion integral homology. For such a =,
a v
1
-map is a K/p
*
-equivalence (or K(1)
*
-equivalence) u : &d=P= with d’0 such that
K(n)
*
u"0 for n’1, where K (n)
*
is the n5) Morava K-theory. The Hopkins-Smith
periodicity theorem (see [22] or [29]) ensures that each "nite p-torsion spectrum = has
a v
1
-map u : &d=P= with d"2(p!1) pe for some e*0, and that any two v
1
-maps for
= become equivalent after su$cient iteration. Since the sequence = uQ&d= uQ
&2d= uQ2 in S eventually desuspends uniquely to Ho
*
, we may de"ne the v
1
-periodic
homotopy groups of a space >3Ho
*
with coe$cients in a "nite p-torsion spectrum = by
v~1
1
n
*
(>;=)"colim
m
[&dm=, >]
*
.
By [22] or [23], the groups v~1
1
n
*
(>;=) do not depend on the choice of u and are natural
in = as well as >. Following Davis and Mahowald [20], we may also de"ne the absolute
v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of a space >3Ho
*
by
v~1
1
n
*
>"colim
k
v~1
1
n
*‘1
(>;Z/pk)"colim
k
v~1
1
n
*‘1
(>;S~1Z/pk)
using the Moore spectra S~1Z/pk"S~1Xpke0 and the canonical maps
S~1Z/pk‘1PS~1Z/pk which have degree p on the top cell and degree 1 on the bottom cell.
The v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of spaces are completely captured by
7.2. The functor ’ : Ho
*
PS. By [8, 12, Section 6, 21], or [23], there is a functor ’:
Ho
*
PS such that:
(i) for a space >3Ho
*
and "nite p-torsion spectrum =3S, there is a natural
isomorphism v~1
1
n
*
(>;=):[=, ’>]
*
;
(ii) ’> is K/p
*
-local for each >3Ho
*
;
(iii) for a spectrum E, there is a natural equivalence ’ ()=E)KE
K@p
;
(iv) ’ preserves homotopy "ber squares.
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To extract the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
> from ’>, we use
7.3. The p-torsion part of a spectrum. A spectrum A3S is called p-torsion when n
*
A is
p-torsion. For each spectrum E3S, there is a universal map q
p
EPE from a p-torsion
spectrum to E inS, given by the homotopy "ber of the localization EPE[1/p] away from
p. We note that q
p
EKE’q
p
S, where q
p
S is the Moore spectrum S~1Z
p=
, and we call q
p
E
the p-torsion part of E. The functor q
p
: SPS is left adjoint to the p-completion functor
(!)Y
p
:SPS of 3.5, since the p-completion of a spectrum may be constructed as the map of
function spectra EKF (S, E)PF (q
p
S, E )KE]
p
induced by q
p
SPS (see [5, 2.5]). From
another standpoint, the maps q
p
EPE and EPE]
p
are the universal examples of SZ/p
*
-
equivalences into and out of E in S. As in [12, 6.7], we easily deduce
7.4. PROPOSITION. „he adjoint functors q
p
:SPS and (!)Y
p
:SPS restrict to adjoint
equivalences: (i) between the full subcategories of p-complete spectra and p-torsion spectra; and
(ii) between the full subcategories of K/p
*
-local spectra and p-torsion K
*
-local spectra.
Thus, the K/p
*
-local spectrum ’> corresponds to the p-torsion K
*
-local spectrum
q
p
’>, and we have the following reinterpretation of the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups
v~1
1
n
*
> in the spirit Davis and Mahowald [21].
7.5. THEOREM. For a space >3Ho
*
and a ,nite p-torsion spectrum =3S, there are
natural isomorphisms
v~1
1
n
*
(>;=):[=, ’>]
*
:[=, q
p
’>]
*
v~1
1
n
*
>:n
*
q
p
’>.
Proof. The "rst isomorphisms follow from 7.2 and 7.3, and the last follows by
v~1
1
n
*
>:colim
k
v~1
1
n
*‘1
(>;Z/pk):colim
k
[S~1Z/pk, ’>]
*‘1
:colim
k
n
*‘1
(DS~1Z/pk’’>):n
*
(S~1Z
p=
’’>):n
*
q
p
’>.
where D is the Spanier}Whitehead duality functor. h
7.6. COROLLARY. For a map f :XP> in Ho
*
and a ,nite p-torsion spectrum = with
K
*
(=;Z/p)O0, the following are equivalent:
(i) f
*
: v~1
1
n
*
(X;=):v~1
1
n
*
(>;=);
(ii) f
*
: v~1
1
n
*
(X; Z/p):v~1
1
n
*
(>;Z/p);
(iii) f
*
: v~1
1
n
*
X:v~1
1
n
*
>;
(iv) ’f :’XK’>.
Proof. If = is a "nite p-torsion spectrum, then SD(SZ/p)T"SD=T by Hopkins and
Smith (see [22] or [29, Theorem 7.2.7]), and hence the condition (’f )
*
:
[SZ/p, ’X]
*
:[SZ/p, ’>]
*
is equivalent to (’f )
*
: [=, ’X]
*
:[=, ’>]
*
. Hence
(i)8(ii) by Theorem 7.5, and the corollary follows easily since ’X and ’> are
p-complete. h
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A map f :XP> in Ho
*
will be called a v
1
-periodic equivalence when it satis"es the
conditions of Corollary 7.6. The v
1
-periodic equivalences of spaces are very closely related
to the K/p
*
-equivalences by [10, 34]. In [14, 11.12], we proved
7.7. THEOREM. If f : XP> is a K/p
*
-equivalence of H-spaces, then f is a v
1
-periodic
equivalence.
To generalize this theorem beyond H-spaces, we say that a space X3Ho
*
is K/p
*
-
durable when its K/p
*
-localization map XPX
K@p
is a v
1
-periodic equivalence. By [14,
Theorem 11.11], this is equivalent to saying that the natural map n
i
()X)
K@p
Pn
i
)(X
K@p
) is
an isomorphism for su$ciently large i. Each K/p
*
-local space is obviously K/p
*
-durable,
and using the p-completion of [16] or [5, Section 4] for nilpotent spaces, we have
7.8. COROLLARY. If X is an H-space, or more generally if X is a pointed nilpotent space
whose p-completion X]
p
is an H-space, then X is K/p
*
-durable.
Proof. This follows by Theorem 7.7 since the p-completion map XPX]
p
is a v
1
-periodic
equivalence as well as a K/p
*
-equivalence, and since X
K@p
is an H-space. h
Note that the odd spheres are K/p
*
-durable since their p-completions are H-spaces. Now,
Theorem 7.7 immediately extends to
7.9. THEOREM. If f : XP> is a K/p
*
-equivalence of K/p
*
-durable spaces, then f is
a v
1
-periodic equivalence.
We may now approach the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of a K/p
*
-durable space by
applying Theorem 7.5 to the spectrum ’XK’(X
K@p
). To determine this spectrum using
our knowledge of X
K@p
, we shall need
7.10. LEMMA. For a pointed space X, the natural homomorphism ’ : K*(X; Z]
p
)"
K* (’X;Z]
p
) factors through the indecomposable quotient Q] K* (X;Z]
p
)/tp.
Proof. ’ factors through the indecomposables Q] K*(X; Z]
p
) since it factors through the
suspension homomorphism K* (X;Z]
p
)"K*~1()X;Z]
p
) by 7.2(iv). To show that ’ factors
through K*(X; Z]
p
)/tp , it su$ces to show that it carries tp :)=&nKZ]
p
P)=&nKZ]
p
to
a trivial map ’tp :&nKZ]
p
P&nKZ]
p
for n"0, 1. Thus, by Corollary 6.4.8 of [1], it su$ces
to show that (’tp)
*
"0 : n
*
&nKZ]
p
Pn
*
&nKZ]
p
. This follows since (’tp)
*
is in"nitely
divisible by p, which in turn follows since ’tpKp&2(’tp) because )2(’tp)K
’()2tp)K’(ptp)Kp’tp. h
8. ON THE SPECTRA ’X
For a K/p
*
-durable space X such that K*(X;Z]
p
):"K (M) for a regular torsion-free
p-adic Adams module M, we now determine the spectrum ’X and show that it is often
a KZ] *
p
-Moore spectrum. We also develop results on the stable homotopy theory of
KZ] *
p
-Moore spectra which may be used to determine the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups
v~1
1
n
*
(X;=):[=, ’X]
*
and v~1
1
n
*
X:n
*
q
p
’X. This work will be applied in Section
9 to derive more explicit results on the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of "nite H-spaces and
K/p-homology spheres.
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Recall from Theorem 3.4 that for each stable p-adic Adams module G, there exists
a homotopically unique K/p
*
-local spectrum M (G, 1) with K1 (M (G, 1); Z]
p
)"G and
K0 (M (G, 1));Z]
p
)"0. Also, recall from Theorem 3.9 that for stable p-adic Adams modules
G and G@ with G torsion-free, there is a natural isomorphism
KZ] *
p
: [M (G@, 1),M (G, 1)]:HomA (G, G@).
Thus, a homomorphism h :GPG@ induces a mapM (h, 1) :M(G@, 1)PM (G, 1), and we can
state
8.1. THEOREM. If X is a connected K/p
*
-durable space (e.g. a connected H-space) with
K* (X; Z]
p
):") (M ) for a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module MLK1 (X;Z]
p
), then
’X is the homotopy ,bre of the map M (tp, 1) :M (M, 1)"M (M, 1). In particular, if tp:
MPM is monic, then ’XKM (M/tp, 1).
Proof. By Theorem 4.8, X
K@p
K’CFib f for some companion map f : )=MI (M, 1)P
)=MI (M, 1) of M. Thus, since X is K/p
*
-durable, ’X is the homotopy "ber of
’f :’)=MI (M, 1)P’)=MI (M, 1). There is a natural equivalence
’)=MI (M, 1)KMI (M, 1)
K@p
KM (M, 1)
by 7.2(iii), and the homomorphism
’ :K* ()=MI (M, 1);Z]
p
)"K* (M (M, 1);Z]
p
)
corresponds to the natural retraction
") (FI M)"Q] ") (FI M)/tp:M
by Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 7.10. Since f *"") (FI tp!tp ) on ") (FI M), we deduce that
’FKM (tp, 1) on M (M, 1) and hence ’X is the homotopy "ber of M (tp, 1). h
The groups v~1
1
n
*
(X;=):[=,M (M/tp, 1)]
*
may be calculated in principle using
the KZ] *
p
-Adams spectral sequence (see Theorem 10.4), and the following special case
(proved in 10.6) will often su$ce.
8.2. THEOREM. For a stable p-adic Adams module G and a spectrum E with K0 (E; Z]
p
)"0,
there is a splittable short exact sequence
0PExt2A (G, K1 (&2E; ZK p ))P[E, M (G, 1)]PHomA (G, K1 (E; ZK p ))P0
and an isomorphism
[&E, M (G, 1)]:Ext1A (G, K1 (&2E ; ZK p)).
We now turn to the problem of calculating the groups ExtsA (G, N ) . Let G be the abelian
category of p-pro"nite abelian groups. Since G is Pontrjagin dual to the category of
p-torsion abelian groups, it has enough projectives, which are precisely the torsion-free
objects, and each object of G has projective dimension )1. The forgetful functor APG
has a left adjoint < :GPA which is exact by [7, 3.8 and 6.1]. Hence, A has enough
projectives, and there are natural isomorphisms
ExtsA (<H,N ):Extsg (H,N):Exts (Nd, Hd )
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for H3G, N3A, and s*0. More generally, to determine ExtsA (G, N) for G, N3A, we let
r be a "xed integer generating the group of units (Z/p2)], and we use the &&fundamental exact
sequence’’
0P< (G)
<tr!t r&&" < (G) aPGP0
where a is the adjunction counit (see [7, 7.5] or [9, 6.10] ). By taking the long exact
Ext
A
-sequence, we obtain
8.3. THEOREM. For stable p-adic Adams modules G, N3A, there is a natural exact
sequence
0PHomA (G, N )PHomG (G,N)
tr
G
!tr
N&&"HomG (G,N )
PExt1A (G, N )PExt1G (G,N)
tr
G
!tr
N&&" Ext1G (G,N)
PExt2A (G, N )P0
and ExtsA (G, N)"0 for s’2.
The groups ExtsA (G, N ) are particularly accessible when N is m-powered for an integer
m, that is, when tk"km on N for all k3Z!pZ. For a stable p-adic Adams module G and
integer m, we let =mG denote the largest m-powered quotient module of G. The functor
=m and its "rst left derived functor =m
1
are given by
=mG"coker (tr!rm)
=m
1
G"ker (tr!rm )
for tr!rm : GPG, and we have
8.4. THEOREM. For stable p-adic Adams modules G, N3A such that N is m-powered,
there are natural isomorphisms
HomA (G, N ):HomG (=mG, N )
Ext2A (G, N):Ext1G (=m1 G, N )
and a splittable natural short exact sequence
0PExt1G (=mG, N )PExt1A (G, N)PHomG (=m1G, N)P0.
Proof. There is a natural isomorphism HomA (X, N):HomG (=mX, N) for X3A,
and the functor =m carries projectives to projectives since it is left adjoint to an exact
functor. Hence, the theorem follows by a universal coe$cient or Grothendieck spectral
sequence argument. h
Finally, if X is a space with ’XKM (M/tp, 1) as in Theorem 8.1, then the v
1
-periodic
homotopy groups v~1
1
n
*
X:n
*
(q
p
’X) may be calculated using
8.5. THEOREM. For a stable p-adic Adams module G, there are natural isomorphisms
n
2m
(q
p
M (G, 1)): (=mG)d and n
2m~1
(q
p
M(G, 1)): (=m
1
G)d for m3Z.
This will be proved in 10.7.
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9. ON THE v
1
-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS OF FINITE H-SPACES AND
K/p-HOMOLOGY SPHERES
We now apply the results of Section 8 to determine the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of
"nite H-spaces and K/p-homology spheres. We discuss the example of S;(n) in some detail,
recovering the main result of Davis [18]. Since the associated spectra will be of the form
M (G, 1) , we start by collecting
9.1. Some properties of the spectra M (G, 1). Let G be a stable p-adic Adams module
with peG"0 for some e*1. Then the spectrum M (G, 1) is periodic with
&2(p!1)pe~1M (G, 1)KM (G, 1) by Theorem 3.4, and peK0 :M (G, 1)PM (G, 1) by Theorem
8.2. Hence, q
p
M (G, 1)KM(G, 1). Moreover, by Theorem 8.5, n
2m
M (G, 1): (=mG)d and
n
2m~1
M (G, 1): (=m
1
G)d for m3Z, where =mG and =m
1
G are respectively the cokernel
and kernel of tr!rm : GPG. In particular, if G is "nite, then n
2m
M (G, 1) and
n
2m~1
M (G, 1) are "nite p-groups of the same order for each m3Z.
Our main result on the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of "nite H-spaces is
9.2. THEOREM. If X is a 1-connected H-space with H
*
(X;Q) associative and with
H
*
(X; Z
(p)
) ,nitely generated over Z
(p)
, then ’XKM (M/tp, 1) where M"
PK1 (X;Z]
p
):Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
). Moreover, M/tp is ,nite, and the v
1
-periodic homotopy groups
of X are given by v~1
1
n
2m
X:[=m(M/tp)]d and v~1
1
n
2m~1
X:[=m
1
(M/tp )]d, which are
of the same order for each m3Z.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3, PK1 (X;Z]
p
) is a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module and
K* (X; Z]
p
):") (PK* (X;Z]
p
)). Hence, Theorem 8.1 applies to X, and it su$ces to show that
tp is monic on K1 (X; Z]
p
). Since K
*
(X;Z
(p)
) is "nitely generated and Z
(p)
-free by Lin [25],
we have K1(X;Z]
p
):Z]
p
?K1(X; Z
(p)
) and K1 (X;Z
(p)
)LK1(X; Q). Hence, since tp is
monic on K1 (X;Q), it is also monic on K1(X;Z]
p
). h
To illustrate the use of this theorem, we shall recover the main result of [18] on
9.3. The v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of S; (n). Applying Theorem 9.2 to S;(n) for
n*2, we see that ’S;(n)KM (M
n
/tp , 1) where
M
n
:QK K1 (S;(n); ZK
p
):K1(&CPn~1 ; ZK
p
):KI 0 (CPn~1 ; ZK
p
).
Since K0 (CPn~1;Z]
p
) is the truncated polynomial algebra Z]
p
[x]/(xn) generated by
x"m!1 where m is the canonical line bundle on CPn~1, we have
M
n
"Z]
p
Mx, x2, 2, xn~1N with tkx"+n~1i/1 (ki )xi and tkxm"(tkx)m for k3Z and
1)m)n!1. The v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of S; (n) are now given algebraically by
v~1
1
n
2m
S; (n):[=m(M
n
/tp)]d and v~1
1
n
2m~1
S; (n):[=m
1
(M
n
/tp)]d for m3Z. Before
describing these groups more explicitly in Theorem 9.10, we shall discuss the structure of
M
n
/tp as an abelian group.
9.4. PROPOSITION. „he stable p-adic Adams module M
n
/tp is of order p (n2) with a composi-
tion series Z/p, Z/p2, 2, Z/pn~1.
Proof. Using the "ltration of M
n
by its powers Mm
n
"Z]
p
[xm, xm‘1, 2 , xn~1], we see
that tp"pm on Mm
n
/Mm‘1
n
:Z]
p
for 1)m)n!1. h
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By the p-exponent of an object A in an additive category, we mean the smallest integer
e*0 such that pe"0 :APA (when such an integer exists). Also, by the exponent of p in
a nonzero integer k, we mean the largest integer e*0 such that pe Dk, and we write l
p
(k)"e.
Our computations suggest
9.5. CONJECTURE. „he p-exponent of M
n
/tp is (n!1)#l
p
((n!1)!) for n*2.
The p-exponent of M
n
/tp is of interest since it is also the p-exponent of the spectrum
’S;(n)KM (M
n
/tp, 1) and determines its periodicity by 9.1. In this conjecture, l
p
((n!1)!)
may be evaluated using the following theorem of Legendre (see [30, p. 546]). For an integer
m"+i*0 aipi with 0)ai(p for each i, let a (m)"+i*0 ai denote the p-adic weight of m.
9.6. THEOREM. (Legendre). For m*1, the exponent of p in m! is given by
l
1
(m!)"(m!a (m))/(p!1).
We can easily prove a weak version of Conjecture 9.5.
9.7. PROPOSITION. „he p-exponent of M
n
/tp (and hence of ’S; (n)) is at least n!1 and
at most 2n!3 for n*2.
Proof. By induction on m*1, we have
tp (xm)"pmxm#k
1
pm~1xm‘1#k
2
pm~2xm‘2
#2#k
m
x2m#(higher terms)
in M
n
for integers k
i
*0 depending on m. Thus, by another induction, the elements
pn~1xn~1, pnxn~2, 2 , p2n~3x are all in the image of tp :MnPMn . Hence, the p-exponent
of M
n
/tp is at most 2n!3, and it is at least n!1 by Proposition 9.4. h
We now proceed to evaluate the groups v~1
1
n
2m
S;(n):[=m(M
n
/tp)]d.
9.8. LEMMA. For n*2 and m3Z, =m(M
n
/tp) is the p-,nite quotient of Z]
p
by the
relations „
p
(m, j)"0 for all j*n where
„
p
(m, j)" +
i*0
(i,p)"1
(!1) i‘jA
j
iB im .
Proof. We may obtain =m (M
n
/tp) from K0(CP=;Z]
p
) by taking its largest p-pro"nite
quotient group with: (i) tpw"0 and trw"rmw for each w3K0(CP=; Z]
p
); and (ii)
(m!1)j"0 for each j*n. Letting C
k
"M1, m, m2, 2, mk~1N denote the cyclic group of
order k on the generator m, we have K0 (CP=; Z]
p
): lim
s
ZpsCps . The p-pro"nite quotient of
K0 (CP=; Z]
p
) by the relations in (i) is just lim
s
ZpsMmN:Z] pMmN:Z] p since ZpnMmN:Zps is
the quotient of ZpsCps by the relations: mk"0 when p Dk, and mk"kmm when (k, p)"1. Thus
=
m
(M
n
/tp) is the p-"nite quotient of Z]
p
MmN by the relations in (ii). h
The numbers „
p
(m, j) have been studied by Lundell [26, p. 41] and are related to the
Stirling numbers of the second kind, S (m, j), which satisfy
j!S (m, j )" +
i*0
(!1) i‘jA
j
iB im
for m, j*1. In fact, following Davis [18], we may replace Lemma 9.8 by
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9.9. LEMMA. For n*2 and m*n, =m(M
n
/tp) is the p-,nite quotient of Z]
p
by the
relations j!S(m, j)"0 for j"n, n#1, 2, m.
Proof. Since S (m, m)"1, we have l
p
(m!S(m, m))"(m!a(m))/(p!1)(m by Theorem
9.6. Thus since j!S (m, j ),„
p
(m, j )mod pm for all j, =m(M
n
/tp) is the p-"nite quotient of
Z]
p
by the relations j!S(m, j)"0 for all j*n. The lemma now follows since S (m, j)"0 for
j’m. h
Combining this lemma with 9.3, we recover the following main result of Davis [18].
9.10. THEOREM. If m*n*2, then the group v~1
1
n
2m
S;(n) is cyclic of order pe where
e"min Ml
1
( j!S (m, j))Dn)j)mN
and the group v~1
1
n
2m~1
S;(n) is of the same order.
Note that this describes all of the groups v~1
1
n
*
S;(n):n
*
q
p
M (M
n
/tp, 1) by periodic-
ity (see 9.1). Finally, we determine
9.11. The v
1
-periodic homotopy groups of K/p-homology spheres. Let X3Ho
*
be an
odd K/p-homology sphere with KI 0 (X; Z]
p
)"0 and K1 (X;Z]
p
)"N for a spherical p-adic
Adams module N (see 5.2), and assume that X is K/p
*
-durable (as it is when X"S2n‘1 or
X"S (N, 1)). Suppose that N:Z]
p
has Adams operations tp"upn and tr"v for
1)n(R and u, v3Z] ]
p
, where u"1 and v"r when n"1. Now choose an integer
m such that v,rm mod pn, and observe that N/tp:Z/pn has Adams operations tk"km
for each k3Z!pZ. Hence, ’XKM (N/tp, 1) is the K/p
*
-localization of the mod pn
Moore spectrum S2mXpne2m‘1 by Theorems 8.1 and 3.4, and X has v1-periodic homotopy
groups
v~1
1
n
2i
X:v~1
1
n
2i~1
X:G
Z/pmin(n,l1 (a)#1)
0
if i"m#(p!1)a
otherwise
by 9.1, since l
p
(a)#1"l
p
(rm!ri). This generalizes the result of Thompson (see [33, 24] or
[19]) for the ordinary odd spheres S2n‘1.
We obtain very di!erent results when we suppose that the spherical p-adic Adams
module N is of class R (see 5.2), so that N"Z]
p
has Adams operations tp"0 and tr"v
for a p-adic unit v3Z] ]
p
. In this case, ’XKM (N, 1)sM (N, 0) by Theorem 8.1. If v"rm for
some integer m, then N has Adams operations tk"km for each k3Z!pZ, andM (N, 1) is
the K/p
*
-localization of the sphere spectrum S2m‘1. Moreover,
v~1
1
n
2i
X:G
Z/plp(a)#1 if i"m#(p!1)a for aO0
Zp= if i"m or m!1
0 otherwise
v~1
1
n
2i~1
X:G
Z/plp(a)#1 if i"m#(p!1)a for aO0
Zp==Zp= if i"m
0 otherwise
by Theorems 7.5 and 8.5. Similarly, if v is not an integral power of r, then
v~1
1
n
2i
X:v~1
1
n
2i~1
X:Z/p lp(v!ri)
for each integer i.
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10. ON KZ] *
p
-MOORE SPECTRA AND THE KZ] *
p
-ADAMS SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
In [7, 9], we obtained detailed results on KZ(p)
*
-Moore spectra and the KZ(p)
*
-Adams
spectral sequence. We now use that work to derive some previously claimed results
(Theorems 3.4, 3.9, 8.2, and 8.5) on KZ] *
p
-Moore spectra and the KZ] *
p
-Adams spectral
sequence. In preparation, we show that the KZ] *
p
-cohomologies of p-complete spectra
correspond to the KZ(p)
*
-homologies of p-torsion spectra.
Let Z]
(p)
be the group of units in the p-local integers. For each k3Z]
(p)
, there is a unique
map of spectra tk :K
(p)
PK
(p)
with tk"kn : n
2n
K
(p)
:n
2n
K
(p)
for each n3Z as in [7,
Section 2]. This induces the Adams operation tk in the associated homology and cohomol-
ogy theories, and we have
10.1. PROPOSITION. For a spectrum X, there is a natural isomorphism
K* (X;ZK
p
):K
*~1
(q
p
X; Z
(p)
)d
such that tk corresponds to (t1@k)d for each k3Z]
(p)
.
Proof. Using Corollary 2.3 and the "ber sequence KZ
(p)
PKQPKZ
p=
, we obtain
natural isomorphisms
K* (X;ZK
p
):K
*
(X ;Zp=)
d:K
*
(q
p
X ; Zp= )
d:K
*~1
(q
p
X ;Z(p) )
d
and we see that tk corresponds to (t1@k)d because the map tk : KZ]
p
PKZ]
p
corresponds to
c(t1@k) : c(KZ
p=
)Pc(KZ
p=
) by Proposition 2.2 and [7, Section 2]. h
10.2. Pontrjagin duality for stable Adams modules. By a stable p-torsion Adams module,
we mean a direct limit of a directed system of "nite stable p-adic Adams modules (see 2.6), or
equivalently we mean a p-torsion object in the categoryA (p) of [7, Section 1]. For a stable
p-adic Adams module G, the Pontrjagin dual Gd is now a stable p-torsion Adams module
equipped with the operations tk"(t1@k)d for k3Z]
(p)
. Moreover, the Pontrjagin duality
functor now gives a contravariant equivalence between the category A of stable p-adic
Adams modules and the categoryAd of stable p-torsion Adams modules. Propositions 7.4
and 10.1 combine to show that a p-complete spectrum X corresponds to a p-torsion
spectrum q
p
X such that, K
*~1
(q
p
X; Z
(p)
)3Ad is Pontrjagin dual to K* (X;Z]
p
)3A.
10.3. Proof of Theorem 3.4. By [7, 3.8 and 8.7], for a stable p-adic Adams module
G3A, there exists a p-torsion K
*
-local spectrum > with K
0
(>;Z
(p)
):Gd3Ad and
K
1
(>;Z
(p)
)"0, and this spectrum is unique up to equivalence. Using the above corres-
pondence, we now obtain Theorem 3.4 by taking M (G, 1)">]
p
. h
We similarly obtain a KZ] *
p
-Adams spectral sequence. Let A now denote the category
of Z/2-graded stable p-adic Adams modules and note that Exts
A
is trivial for s’2 by
Theorem 8.3.
10.4. THEOREM. For spectra X and >, there is a natural spectral sequence MEs, t
r
(X, >)N
converging strongly to [X, >
K@p
]
t~s
with
d
r
:Es, t
r
(X,> )PEs‘r,t‘r~1
r
(X,>)
Es, t
2
(X,>)"Ext sA (K* (> ; ZK p), K*(& tX ;ZK p))
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Es, t
3
(X,>)"Es, t
=
(X,>)"(F s/Fs‘1) [X,>
K@p
]
t~s
[X, >
K@p
]
*
"F0[X,>
K@p
]
*
M2MF3[X,>
K@p
]
*
"0.
Proof. This follows by letting MEs, t
r
(X, >)N be the KZ(p)
*
-Adams spectral sequence of
[7, Section 8] for q
p
X and q
p
>, and by using 10.2 to obtain the present statement. h
10.5. Proof of „heorem 3.9. If K* (>;Z]
p
) is torsion-free, then it has projective dimension
)1 in A by Theorem 8.3 since it is projective in G. Hence, in Theorem 10.4, we have
Es, t
2
(X, >)"0 for s’1, and the spectral sequence collapses to the form given in The-
orem 3.9. h
10.6. Proof of „heorem 8.2. If E is a spectrum with K0(E;Z]
p
)"0 and K1 (E;Z]
p
)"
H3A, then E
K@p
KM (H, 1) by Theorem 3.4. Hence, by [7, Section 9], the KZ] *
p
-Adams
spectral sequence for [E,M (G, 1)]
*
:[M (H, 1),M (G, 1)]
*
collapses to the form given in
Theorem 8.2. h
10.7. Proof of „heorem 8.5. Since q
p
M(G, 1) is a p-torsion K
*
-local spectrum with
K
0
(q
p
M (G, 1);Z
(p)
):Gd and K
1
(q
p
M (G, 1);Z
(p)
)"0, the KZ(p)
*
-Adams spectral sequence
of [7] for n
*
q
p
M (G, 1) collapses to give Theorem 8.5. h
11. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.7
For a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module M and a companion map
f :)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1), we must establish an isomorphism of Z/2-graded p-adic
j-rings K*(
’C
Fib f ; Z]
p
):") (M). We shall "rst determine the p-adic K-cohomology of
))=MI (M, 1) using
11.1. A free p-adic j-ring functor. Following [11, 13], we say that a (degree 0 or
ungraded) p-adic j-ring R is linear when xy"0, hpx"x, and tkx"kx for each x, y3RI
and k3Z. A p-adic j-ring A has a universal linear quotient A/!K 2AI , and
KI 0(X; Z]
p
)/!K 2KI 0 (X;Z]
p
):H2 (X;Z]
p
)
for each connected space X by [11, 5.4]. Recall that a (degree 0 or ungraded) p-adic Adams
module H is called linear when tkx"kx for each k3Z. By an augmented p-adic Adams
module MBH, we mean a p-adic Adams module M with a given map to a linear p-adic
Adams module H. As in [13, 3.5], there is a free p-adic j-ring functor ; :UM PK from the
categoryUM of augmented p-adic Adams modules to the categoryK of p-adic j-rings, where
; is left adjoint to the forgetful functor sending A3K to AI B(AI /!) 2AI )3UM . For a 1-
connected space X, there is a natural suspension homomorphism of p-adic j-rings
p :;(Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
)BH3 (X; Z]
p
))PK0 ()X;Z]
p
),
and Theorems 10.2 and 10.5 of [13] show
11.2. THEOREM. If X is a 1-connected H-space with PK
0
(X; Z/p)"0, then
K1 ()X;Z]
p
)"0 and K0 ()X;Z]
p
) is torsion-free with
p :;(Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
)BH3 (X; Z]
p
)):K0 ()X;Z]
p
).
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By Theorem 3.7, this applies to X")=MI (G, 1) for a torsion-free stable p-adic Adams
module G. For a 1-connected space X, the natural augmentation map Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
)P
H3 (X;Z]
p
) induces a map
a : Lin (Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
))PH3(X;Z]
p
)
where Lin is the linearization functor for p-adic Adams modules (see 4.4).
11.3. PROPOSITION. If X")=MI (G, 1) for a torsion-free stable p-adic Adams module G,
then a: Lin (Q] K1 (X; Z]
p
)):H3 (X;Z]
p
).
Proof. For the spectrum E"MI (G, 1), there is a suspension isomorphism
=1K1 (E;Z]
p
):=1G:Lin(FI G):Lin (Q] K1 (X;Z]
p
))
by Theorem 3.7, and there is also a suspension isomorphism H3(E; Z]
p
):H3 (X;Z]
p
). Thus, it
su$ces to show that the stable augmentation map K1(E; Z]
p
)PH3(E;Z]
p
) induces an
isomorphism =1K1 (E;Z]
p
):H3(E;Z]
p
). Hence, by Proposition 10.1 and Lemma 11.4
below, it su$ces to show that the Hurewicz homomorphism n
2
(q
p
E)PK
0
(q
p
E;Z
(p)
)
induces an isomorphism from n
2
(q
p
E) to the kernel of tr!r :K
0
(q
p
E;Z
(p)
)PK
0
(q
p
E;Z
(p)
).
This follows using the KZ(p)
*
-Adams spectral sequence [7] for n
2
(q
p
E):n
2
(q
p
M (G, 1)).
K
We have used
11.4. LEMMA. If X is a 1-connected space or spectrum whose p-torsion part q
p
X (the
homotopy ,ber of XPX[1/p]) is also 1-connected, then there is a natural isomorphism
H3 (X;Z]
p
):(n
2
(q
p
X))d .
Proof. This follows since there is a natural isomorphism H3(X;Z]
p
):H
2
(q
p
X; Z
(p)
)d
obtained using the equivalence c (HZ
p=
)KHZ]
p
as in Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 10.1.
K
For a torsion-free p-adic Adams module M and a companion map f :
)=MI (M, 1)P)=MI (M, 1), the adjusted "ber ’CFib f of 4.6 belongs to a ladder of p-
complete "ber sequences
such that: q
p
’C
Fib f is the 1-connected cover of q
p
Fib f ; q
p
> is the 2-connected cover of
q
p
)=MI (M, 1); and q
p
X is 1-connected with n
i
(q
p
X):n
i
(q
p
)=MI (M, 1)) for i’2 and
n
2
(q
p
X)"ker ( f
*
:n
2
(q
p
)=MI (M, 1))Pn
2
(q
p
)=MI (M, 1))).
Let
0P(FI MB0) LP (FI MBLinM) aP (MBLinM)P0
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be the short exact sequence of augmented p-adic Adams modules induced by the short exact
sequence of p-adic Adams modules 0PFI M LPFI M aPMP0 in Lemma 4.1.
11.5. PROPOSITION. „he map of p-adic j-rings )fI * : K0 ()>;Z]
p
)PK0 ()X;Z]
p
) is equiva-
lent to ;(L) :;(FI MB0)P; (FI MBLinM). Moreover, K0 ()X;Z]
p
) and K0 ()>;Z]
p
) are
torsion-free, while K1 ()X;Z]
p
)"0"K1 ()>;Z]
p
).
Proof. Theorem 11.2 applies to X and > since the maps XP)=MI (M, 1) and
>P)=MI (M, 1) are K/p
*
-equivalences of in"nite loop spaces by [6]. Thus, since fI * :
Q] K1 (>;Z]
p
)PQ] K1 (X;Z]
p
) is equivalent to L : FI MPFI M, it su$ces to show that
fI * :H3 (>;Z]
p
)PH3 (X;Z]
p
) is equivalent to 0: 0PLinM. This follows by Proposition 11.3
and Lemma 11.4 since the short exact sequence 0PFI M
L
PFI M aPMP0 induces a right
exact sequence Lin(FI M)PLin(FI M)PLin(M)P0. h
11.6. PROPOSITION. If M is a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module, then
)fI
*
:K
0
()X;Z/p)PK
0
()>;Z/p) is onto. Moreover, the Frobenius is monic in both
K
0
()X;Z/p) and K
0
()>;Z/p), while K
1
()X;Z/p)"0"K
1
()>;Z/p).
Proof. Following [13, 5.1], for an augmented p-adic Adams module NBH, let; (NBH)d
p
be the Pontrjagin dual of ;(NBH)/p, and recall that ; (NBH)d
p
belongs to the abelian
category H (p)ev of bicommutative irreducible Z/p-Hopf algebras. Since M is regular and
torsion-free, MBLinM is properly torsion-free in the sense of [13, 4.5], and
Z/pP; (MBLinM)d
p
a*P; (FI MBLinM)d
p
L*&"; (FI MB0)d
p
PZ/p
is a short exact sequence inH(p)ev by [13, 6.10]. Moreover, the Frobenius is monic in each
of these three objects by [13, 8.8]. The stated results now follow since L* is equivalent to
)fI
*
:K
0
()X;Z/p)PK
0
()>;Z/p) by Proposition 11.5. h
11.7. PROPOSITION. If M is a regular torsion-free p-adic Adams module, then the map
K
*
(
’C
Fib f ; Z/p)PK
*
(X;Z/p) is an injection onto the kernel of fI
*
: K
*
(X; Z/p)PK
*
(>;Z/k) in
the category of Z/2-graded augmented cocommutative Z/p-coalgebras.
Proof. For the principal "bration )XP)>P’CFib f, we consider the K/p
*
-bar (or
K/p
*
-Eilenberg}Moore) spectral sequence of graded coalgebras abutting to K
*
(
’C
Fib f ; Z/p)
with
E2
s
+TorK* ()X; Z/p)
s
(K
*
()>;Z/p), Z/p)
as in [6]. This maps to the K/p
*
-bar spectral sequence of graded Hopf algebras abutting to
K
*
(X; Z/p) with E2
s
"TorK* ()>/Z/p)
s
(Z/p, Z/p), and this in turn maps to the K/p
*
-bar
spectral sequence of graded Hopf algebras abutting to K
*
(>;Z/p) with
E2
s
"TorK*()> ;Z/p )
s
(Z/p, Z/p). Let A3H (p)ev denote the kernel of the epimorphism
)fI
*
:K
0
()X;Z/p)PK
0
()>; Z/p) in H (p)ev (see Proposition 11.6). Then the sequence of
indecomposables
0PQAPQK
0
()X;Z/p)PQK
0
()>;Z/p)P0
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is short exact, while the corresponding sequence of derived indecomposables is trivial by
[13, B.5]. Thus, there are natural isomorphisms of E2-terms
TorK* ()X; Z/p)
*
((K
*
()> ;Z/p ),Z/p):"(QA)
TorK*()X;Z/p )
*
(Z/p,Z/p):" (QK
0
()X;Z/p))
TorK*()X;Z/p )
*
(Z/p, Z/p):" (QK
0
()> ; Z/p))
by [6, 4.6, 13, 8.9], and our three spectral sequences must all collapse with E2"E=, since
the second and third are generated by in"nite cycles, while the "rst injects into the second.
Now, the map K
*
(
’C
Fib f; Z/p)PK
*
(X;Z/p) is an injection onto the coalgebraic kernel of
fI
*
: K
*
(X; Z/p)PK
*
(>;Z/p), since the associated graded map " (QA)P" (QK
0
()X;Z/p))
is an injection onto the coalgebraic kernel of " (QK
0
()X;Z/p))P" (QK
0
()>; Z/p)). h
11.8. Proof of „heorem 4.7. Since the map fI * :K* (>;Z]
p
)PK* (X; Z]
p
) is equivalent to
") (L) : ") (FI M)P") (FI M), it has a cokernel ") (M) in the category of Z/2-graded p-adic
j-rings. Hence, there is a canonical homomorphism of Z/2-graded p-adic j-rings
u : "K (M)PK* (’CFib f ;Z]
p
). Since K
*
(
’C
Fib f ; Z/p) maps injectively to K
*
(X; Z/p), it has trivial
Bockstein operations, and hence K* (
’C
Fib f ; Z]
p
) is torsion-free (like ") (M). Thus, to show
that u is an isomorphism, it su$ces to show that ud
p
: K* (
’C
Fib f ;Z]
p
)d
p
P") (M )d
p
is an
isomorphism. This follows since K*(
’C
Fib f ; Z]
p
)d
p
:K
*
(
’C
Fib f ;Z/p) and since both
K
*
(
’C
Fib f ; Z/p) and ") (M )d
p
represent the coalgebraic kernel of K
*
(X; Z/p)PK
*
(>;Z/p) by
Proposition 11.7. K
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